FC6827, FC6826, FC6823, FC6814, FC6813

1. Turn on/off the vacuum cleaner.
2. Use the crevice tool for narrow areas.
3. Use the brush tool for upholstery cleaning.
4. Empty the dust container when full.
5. Clean the filter regularly.
6. Charge the battery after each use.
1. Unplug the appliance.
2. Remove the water filter and drain the water.
3. Empty the water filter cap into the sink.
4. Unscrew the filter cap and clean it with a soft cloth.
5. Wash the internal components of the filter cap under running water.
6. Dry the filter cap thoroughly.
7. Reassemble the filter cap and reinstall it in the appliance.
8. Ensure the filter cap is securely closed.
9. Do not place the filter cap in a dishwasher.
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Дополнение к эксплуатационной документации

Қосымша пайдалану құжаттамасын
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